
2012 Rhône

The Rhône - 2012 Vintage

The recent run of superb vintages since the late 1990s has awoken interest in the Rhône, and although prices have
risen slightly they are still incredibly modest given the quality of wines coming onto the market.

For so long the Rhône was overlooked, seen as a source of inexpensive, mass produced wines, yet at the same 
time the top producers were selling unbelievably fine wines for a fraction of the price of their compatriots in 
Bordeaux and even Burgundy. There is no cru system in the Rhône within the appellations, however there is no 
doubt that some plots are better than others, just as some producers make finer wines than others. Here we 
have sought out our favourite wines from a handful of excellent domaines and we highly recommend every wine. 

2012 is the latest in a run of good to great vintages in the Rhône, taking the best bits of the stellar 2009s and 
2010s and producing wines which have freshness and verve (like the 2010s) along with the sweet, ripe, tannic 
structure of the ’09s. It was a smaller harvest than in recent years (although 2013 will be even smaller), giving a 
greater degree of concentration to the resulting fruit and producing wines which are deceptively approachable 
now but which will evolve beautifully over the years. Overall quality is more consistent in the South than the 
North but don’t let that detract your attention from the superb wines that we have selected from the northern 
part of the region.
 

The growing season got off to a sluggish start with cool, damp weather right through to a late flowering which 
resulted in patchy fruit set – the main contributor to the reduced harvest. Summer then came in fine and hot, 
with virtually no rain throughout July and August causing the vines to come close to shutting down. Thankfully, 
brief, refreshing showers in late August allowed maturation to continue, and a more significant amount of rain 
in late September was mitigated by the Mistral which dried the vineyards rapidly and maintained slightly lower 
temperatures with the result that the grapes maintained good acidity levels whilst the tannins continued to ripen, 
giving the wines a very attractive freshness which is a characteristic of the vintage.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
December 2013

To order, please call us on 01353 721 999
Many wines are in short supply and will be allocated and others are offered on a first past the post basis.
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Vins de Vienne
When Pierre Gaillard, Yves Cuilleron and François Villard got together to revitalise the ancient vineyards 
on the other side of the Rhône they realised that it would be a slow process both for the vines to get 
established as well as getting the wines recognised in the market, so they began buying some fruit in their 
own appellations to make under the Vins de Vienne name, resulting in delicious wines which are clearly 
touched by greatness and at very good prices indeed.

Condrieu la Chambée, Vins de Vienne 2012 12 per case £280

Pale gold with tight, fresh, waxy fruit on the nose, leafy and sweet with a very distant note of honey. Tight and 
mineral on the palate, linear with delicious white stone fruits, leafy and floral going to an intense, creamy finish. 
Drink 2014-2018

Crozes Hermitage Les Palignons, Vins de Vienne 2012 12 per case £150

Vibrant deep purple-black to the rim with a nose of raw, primary black fruits, tar and spice, juicy, jammy with a 
very distant caramel note behind. Big, tight tarry black fruits on the palate with racy acidity behind and a hint of 
spicy new wood, fresh and floral with a note of violets going to a tight, perfumed, linear finish. Drink 2015-2020

Cornas les Barcillants, Vins de Vienne 2012 6 per case £120

Deep red black to the rim, intense with a nose of fumey black fruits underscored by notes of white pepper, 
glycerine and blackcurrants. Tight black fruit on the palate and again this note of white pepper, blackcurrants, 
intense but not opulent with some tarry oriental spice behind going to a long, herby finish with fine, ripe tannins 
behind. Drink 2015-2020

Domaine Le Clos des Cazaux
Visits to Clos des Cazaux are anything but dull, and this year was no exception, with Jean-Michel Vache explaining, 
graphically, why his Domaine is deliberately neither organic nor bio-dynamic, yet he practices elements of both. 
His principle gripe (and this is not just his) is that both organic and biodynamic certification only refer to the 
vineyard, not what happens in the cellar. In addition, he feels that the permitted levels of both sulphur and copper 
(one of the most deadly vineyard chemicals, but organic in origin) are far too high and he is reducing his usage of 
them each year to well below the levels used by certified producers, yet still producing a healthy crop, just like his 
organic and non-organic neighbours. Incredibly interesting food for thought…

Vacqueyras Cuvée des Templiers, Le Clos des Cazaux 2012 12 per case £105

Vibrant red black fruit to the rim with an intense nose, sweet and brambly, spiced, leading to a racy, dry palate of 
red fruits, almost forbidding but freshened by deliciously supple black fruits, perfumed and juicy with a long finish. 
Drink 2014-2018

Gigondas la Tour Sarrasine, Clos de Cazaux 2012 12 per case £118

Dense red black to pink on the rim with sweet red and black fruit on the nose, juicy yet restrained, spiced and 
herby and some notes of crème pâtissière. Exotic spices on the palate, musky, with cool fresh black fruit, nicely 
layered with lovely expression, and fine, ripe tannins behind going to a long, perfumed finish. Drink 2015-2019

Please see our Fine Wine List for older
vintages from the Rhône and other regions.
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Domaine Font de Michelle
A family domaine for decades, Font de Michelle is currently run by cousins Guillaume and Bertrand who 
have had a whole host of experience around the world, including Guillaume being assistant winemaker at 
Joseph Phelps in the Napa. Correspondingly they regularly invite visiting winemakers to help out at harvest, 
this year having the winemaker from Leeuwin Estate in Australia’s Margaret River as guest hand – so the 
cross-fertilisation of knowledge is spectacular. Whilst their main wine is their the Tradition (for both red 
and white) in really good years, of which there have been many recently, they produce limited cuvées in 
honour of their grandfather – Cuvée Etienne Gonnet – and grandmother – Elégance de Jeanne, the latter 
being from a small plot of 100 year old Grenache vines on the Crau plateau.

Châteauneuf du Pape Tradition Blanc, Font de Michelle 2012 12 per case £182

30% Grenache Blanc, 30% Roussanne, 30% Clairette, 10% Bourboulenc, picked early to maintain the natural acidity 
which comes from the clay soil. Very pale in colour with gorgeous plump white fruits on the nose, tropical, some 
oak and leesy, melon fruit, overlaid with white flowers and a hint of citrus. Fresh, leesy, tropical white fruits on the 
palate, elegant and airy, plump and soft with a hint of salinity. Drink 2014 – 2017 or leave for a further five years 
before trying again, when it will have evolved into a gorgeously smooth, spiced, mature wine. 

Châteauneuf du Pape Tradition, Font de Michelle 2012 12 per case £190

Deep red black to lighter on the rim with a gorgeously intense nose of smoky black fruit, violets, spice, with some 
meaty, savoury notes, intense and racy, leading to a deliciously cool, fresh, black fruited palate, sweet and supple 
with lovely grilled toasty notes behind, really dense and intense with perfectly ripe tannins behind. Sublime. 
Drink 2015-2025

Châteauneuf du Pape Cuvée Etienne Gonnet, Font de Michelle 2012 12 per case £360

Deep red black with dusty black fruit on the nose, layered, sweet, with notes of pain d’épice and cloves. On the 
palate intense, dusty black fruit, racy blackcurrants, rich and complex, with oriental spices behind, grilled and 
toasty with fabulous depth going to a spiced, almost mulled finish with fine, ripe tannins on the end. 
Drink 2016-2026

Châteauneuf du Pape Cuvée Elégance de Jeanne, Font de Michelle 2012 12 per case £425

Less intense in colour than the Cuvée Etienne Gonnet, with a vibrantly perfumed nose of spiced red fruits, warm 
and creamy, leading to a palate of incredibly fresh, floral fruit with a hint of roses, not heavy but almost ethereal, 
with fabulous depth and breadth going to a long, structured finish with spice and flowers on the end. Incredible. 
Drink 2016-2026

Please see our Fine Wine List for older
vintages from the Rhône and other regions.
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Our Contact Details
to place an order or for advice and assistance in choosing your wines

Andrew Gordon T: 01353 977 995 M: 07795 973 371 E: andrew@privatecellar.co.uk
James Naylor T: 01353 721 993 M: 07920 096 707 E: james@privatecellar.co.uk
Amanda Skinner T: 01353 721 608 M: 07920 080 042 E: amanda@privatecellar.co.uk
Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW T: 01962 774 959 M: 07889 598 577 E: nicola@privatecellar.co.uk
Laura Taylor T: 01353 977 997 M: 07702 905 137 E: laura@privatecellar.co.uk
Camilla Shepherd T: 01353 721 999 M: 07919 095 799 E: camilla@privatecellar.co.uk

Domaine Vincent Paris
With just 8 hectares of vines under management, some his own and some belonging to other members of the 
family, Vincent Paris demonstrates perfectly just how important the soil, vineyard position and microclimate 
(the ensemble known as terroir) are in shaping the resulting wines. All his wines are 100% Syrah, yet they are far 
from identical, growing in density from the deliciously approachable St Joseph right through to the concentrated, 
mineral Cornas la Geynale. The Granits 30 and 60 indicate both vine age and the gradient as all the Cornas 
vineyards are on scarily vertiginous slopes and terraces, beautiful but not for the faint-hearted. Vincent Paris 
keeps yields low through careful pruning early in the season thereby ensuring not only high quality fruit but a 
lovely degree of concentration in his wines. 

St Joseph Rouge, Vincent Paris 2012 12 per case £120

Tasting note to follow

Cornas Granit 30, Vincent Paris 2012 6 per case £95

A generous and expressive scent of ripe black berry fruit with a floral note behind. Lovely dense black fruit 
follows through on the palate with layers of mineral, spice and warm earth. The tannins are soft and integrated 
and the wine finishes with a twist of spice. A very elegant and seductive wine. Drink 2016-2023

Cornas Granit 60, Vincent Paris 2012 6 per case £125

The nose is more reserved than the 30 but promises much; spice-laden, dark fruit, sloe and ripe damsons. The old 
vine fruit shows on the palate with deeply flavoured, velvety damson and black autumn fruit flavours, powerful, 
almost exotic spicing, more overt but ripe tannins and a long, lingering, intense finish. Fabulous wine. 
Drink 2016-2023

Cornas La Geynale, Vincent Paris 2012 6 per case £160

A very attractive scent of smoky black fruit, intense with chocolate and herbaceous notes behind. Concentrated, 
chewy, ripe dark fruit on the palate with mocha, spice and meaty flavours coming through. Tannins more evident 
and all together a more muscular and powerful wine. A delicious, persistent finish with a core of pure damson 
fruit. Gorgeous wine. Drink 2017-2024

Le Bois Pointu
As wine merchants we are regularly asked whether we would like to own a vineyard, and whilst most of us just 
dream about hot hazy days (never the hard work, of course), some actually get on and do it. Veteran Rhône 
négociant Charles Blagden did just that, and after an initial collaboration with Cros de la Mûre he joined up with 
the Gonnet family of Font de Michelle to make their stunning Châteauneuf Bois Pointu. Principally Grenache with 
a seasoning of Mourvèdre and Counoise from two different plots in the appellation, this is a sterling effort and 
definitely worth following. 

Châteauneuf du Pape Le Bois Pointu, Blagden & Gonnet 2012 6 per case £220

Deep red black to the rim, not opaque but vibrant. Rich, earthy black fruit, with hints of underbrush, tight and 
giving little away. Soft, supple, creamy black fruit on the palate, tarry and sweet with a hint of crème pâtissière, 
spiced and intense with fine, ripe tannins for structure and a lovely long finish. Drink 2015-2025
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Château Beauchêne

Michel Bernard’s family have been involved in winemaking in Châteauneuf for generations and 
now own some 80 hectares in the region around Orange, split between Châteauneuf, Côtes du 
Rhône and Côtes du Rhône Villages. When visiting in November, we were lucky enough to be 
there when the assemblage for the 2013 whites was made, which made for a wonderful tasting. 
The Premier Terroir, their first vineyard, lies squeezed between Châteauneuf vineyards because, 
at the time the appellation was established, the Bernard antecedent refused to be told what he 
could or couldn’t do in his vineyard, and thus it has remained Côte du Rhône Villages – with 
Châteauneuf intensity and style.

Grande Réserve Blanc, Château Beauchêne 2012 12 per case £58

Made from Grenache Blanc, Marsanne, Clairette, Roussanne and Bourboulenc, this is floral and creamy, with pretty 
white flowers on the nose, fresh and sweet with light acidity, polished and very attractive. Delicious. 
Drink 2014-2015

Côtes du Rhône Blanc Viognier, Château Beauchêne 2012 12 per case £76

Sweet, toasty, floral white fruits with notes of pâte brisée, going to a fresh, white flower palate with deliciously light 
acidity, clean and very pure and just good fun. Drink 2014-2016

Côte du Rhône Villages Premier Terroir, Château Beauchêne 2012 12 per case £70

Vibrant purple black with a nose of red and black fruits, chocolate and mocha with juicy blackcurrants behind. 
Gorgeously layered on the palate, sweet, ripe and plump, spiced and tarry with high grade cocoa notes too. Musky 
and delicious with really supple tannins behind. Drink 2015-2019

Châteauneuf du Pape Vignoble de la Serrière, Château Beauchêne 2012 12 per case £135

Deep purple black to the rim with a nose of violets and earthy black fruit, caramel and grilled with hints of pain 
d’épice, very primary. On the palate lovely big black fruits, supple and ripe with notes of violets, spice, tar – very 
smooth and again a distinct high grade cocoa note, gorgeously perfumed to a really long finish. Drink 2015-2024

Domaine Pierre Gaillard
Pierre Gaillard bought his first vineyard in 1981, the Clos de Cuminaille in St Joseph, since when he has been 
adding to his portfolio and now has around 77 hectares split between the northern Rhône and southern France. 
Unusually, he allows his red grapes to macerate twice – once before fermenting, to bring out the sweetness and 
fresh fruit flavours, and then again afterwards to extract the tannins which give the wines their longevity. Whilst 
in the Rhône in November I spotted his 2003 Côte Rôtie Rose Pourpre on a restaurant wine list and sprung it on 
my unsuspecting dining companions, who are all now converts to the Gaillard cause thanks to its extraordinary 
depth and vivacity.

St Joseph Clos de Cuminaille, Pierre Gaillard 2012 12 per case £155

Deep, dense purple black to the rim with gorgeously perfumed black fruits on the nose, truly intense with hints 
of Christmas spice behind – clove, cinnamon – really alluring. Tarry, intense black fruits on the palate with layered, 
supple ripe tannins, delicious and long with an incredibly complex profile; delicious on the finish. Outstanding. 
Drink 2015-2023

Cote Rôtie, Pierre Gaillard 2012 6 per case £144

Vibrant red black to the rim, not as intense as the St Joseph, with a nose of fresh red berry fruit, tarry closed with 
some jammy red notes behind, herby and a hint of cloves. More restrained black fruit on the palate, refined and 
fresh with gorgeous depth and spice, savoury and mineral with fine ripe tannins and a finish which goes on and on. 
Drink 2015-2020
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Vignobles Brunier & Domaine des Pallières
The Brunier family own two domaines with prime sites in Châteauneuf: Domaine du Vieux Télégraphe and 
Domaine La Roquette, and, in addition, they own a property in nearby Gigondas: Domaine des Pallières. 
Despite the proximity, the appellations vary hugely, with different soils and correspondingly different 
rules, and equally diverse resulting wines. As of this year, Télégramme, formerly the second wine of Vieux 
Télégraphe, is now the second wine of both Châteauneuf domaines. The winemaking philosophy in all three 
Domaines remains the same with low yields (maximum 30 hl/ha) and some barrique and demi-muid 
(600 litre barrel) ageing to bring out the individuality of each terroir.

Gigondas Les Racines, Domaine des Pallières 2012 12 per case £190

80% Grenache, 15% Syrah & Cinsault, 5% Clairette. Deep red with a nose of black cherry, some spice and a hint of 
olives. Deep and brooding on the palate, refined with sweet, spicy and fleshy with firm tannins, tight and youthful 
but with all the ingredients to turn into a swan in due course. A very impressive wine. Drink 2015-2020

Le Télégramme, Domaine Vieux Télégraphe bottles  2012 12 per case £195
 magnums 2012 6 per case £205

Bright ruby red with a lovely, fresh nose of red berry – strawberry and cherry - fruit, primary and exciting, leading 
to a juicy, ripe palate of plummy fruit, with some kirsch notes too. Sensual, silky and plump, and very approachable 
with a fine tannic backbone to allow it to keep and evolve. Drink 2014-2018

Châteauneuf du Pape, Domaine Vieux Télégraphe 2012 6 per case £190

Deep ruby red with a gorgeously enticing nose of intense dark and spiced fruit – black cherry, plum, herbs and 
again a hint of black olive. Intensely concentrated on the palate, with dense old-vine fruit, brooding and dark yet 
velvety too, underscored by fine, ripe, elegant tannins. Really long on the finish. Drink 2016-2022 

Stéphane Ogier
Having taken over the family Domaine in the ’90s, Stéphane is producing wines of incredible intensity and poise, 
so much so that even his vins de pays are a real cut above the rest, and are, essentially, Condrieu and Côte Rôtie 
in mini. As we have mentioned in previous years, Stéphane Ogier is very protective about his young wines and 
won’t let them out of the cellar for tasting until they have been bottled, so the reds are not yet available for 
tasting, but please let us know if you would like prices when they are released.

Viognier La Rosine, Vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes 2012 6 per case £70
Stéphane Ogier

Very pale water white with a gorgeously alluring nose of white flowers, purely floral, really attractive with notes 
of brioche and freshly baked cake. Similar on the palate, really deliciously creamy and fresh, soft and supple with 
lightly balanced acidity on the end. Delicious immediately! Drink 2014-2016

Condrieu la Combe de Malleval, Stéphane Ogier  2012 6 per case £130

Bright gold with racier white flowers on the nose, some stone fruit, more complex than the Viognier, exotic and 
waxy with a hint of greengage. Sweet white flowers on the palate, creamy and fresh with lovely depth and balance 
with acidity at the end of the palate, warm, tight and delicious and with a lovely finish. Drink 2014-2018

Condrieu Les Vignes de Jacques Vernay, Stéphane Ogier 2012 6 per case £185

Vibrant gold in colour with a dense, waxy nose of apricots and white stone fruits, really intense and very 
attractive with a herbaceous freshness behind. Racy and tight on the palate, mineral and leafy with lovely elegant 
concentration and fresh acidity on the finish. Poised and polished from vines planted in 1952. Drink 2015-2019

St Joseph, Stéphane Ogier  2012  6 per case  £TBC

Côte Rôtie, Stéphane Ogier  2012  6 per case  £TBC
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